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Outline

Aim: understand relation between geometrical and gauge theoretical for
mulation of (2+1)-dimensional gravity with A = 0

absence of local gravitational degrees of freedom
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geometrical formulation

flat metric

spacetimes M = U/ 7rl (M), U c M3

+ physical interpretation

- description of phase space?

Chern-Simons gauge theory
~

flat gauge field

+ description of phase space
+ complete set of observables

- reconstruction of geometry ?
- physical interpretation ?

Question: geometrical interpretation of observables and associated trans
formations on phase space?

Result: 2 basic observables for closed, simple curves in spacetime generate
2 basic geometry transformations: grafting and Dehn twists
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1. Construction of (2+ 1.)-spacetimes via grafting
[Benedetti, Bonsante, Guadagnini]

spacetimes: M ~ IRx Sg, 9 > 2 => M = UI7rl(Sg), U c M3

1.1 Static spacetimes

1. Foliate interior of lightcone U by hyperboloids HT

hyperboloid

HT = {x E M3 I x5 - xi - x~ = T2, xO > 0

hyperbolic space HI

2. Cocompact Fuchsian group r

80(2,1) :J r = (VAp VBl, .•• ,VAg' VBg ; [VBg, VA~] ... [VBp VAn = 1) "" 7fl (Bg)

::;:}tesselation of HT by geodesic arc 4g-gons

fundamental polygon Pl C H T

generators off: VAi: ai f-t ci~, VBi: bi f-t b~

3. spacetime: M = UIf



1.2 Grafting

ingredients: f, closed simple geodesic A on Sr = HI/r with weight w > 0

1. A lifts to f-invariant multicurve M).. = {vc)..lv E f} c HI

2. Grafting: M).. =} regular domain U).. CM3

- choose basepoint outside geodesics

- cut along planes associated to geodesics

- translate away from basepoint along plane's normal vector, distance w

- join pieces by straight lines

- domain: U)..= UTE!Rt U[, U[ = surfaces of constant cosmo time T

3. Action of f rv 7rI (Sy) on U)..: U[ invariant, free, properly discontinuous

4. Grafted spacetime: M = u)../r
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2 Phase space and Poisson structure in the Chern
Simons formulation

gauge group: 180(2,1) = 80(2,1). t>< ~3:

- parametrisation: (u, a) = (u, -uj), u =.e-paJa E 80(2,1), a,j E}R3

(Ul, al)(u2, a2) = (UIU2, Ul + UIU2)

- formal parameter fJ, fJ2 = 0 * representation (Pahc = fJ(Jahc = -fJEabc

(u,a) +-t (1+fJabJb)U

gauge field: A = .ea Pa + wa Ja = Aodxo + As

equations of motion:

Fs = dsAs + As !\ As = 0 BoAs = dsAo + (As, Ao]

observables for A E 7ft (8g):

conjugation invariant functions of holonomy H)... - (.e-P~\Ja, _.e-p~Ja j >..)

2 2 ..
m)... = -p)... m)...s)... = p)...) •..

phase space:

parametrised by holonomies Ai, Bi of generators ai, bi of 7ft (5 g)

Poisson structure: from symplectic potential on 180(2, 1)2g

by imposing the constraint [Bg, A;l] ... [BI, All] = 1 and dividing by the
associated gauge transformations (simultaneous conjugation with 150(2,1)
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Trivialisation and embedding

trivialisation: on simply connected region R, C JRx 8g:

As -:..,ds'-l, , = (v,:v) : R -t 180(2,1)
:v : R ..:.+ JR3 = embedding into 10/[3

maximal simply connected region by cutting 8g along the 'generators ai, bi E
7rl (8g) => 4g-gon Pg

overlap condition:

,-llai = NA/y-1Iai ,-llbi .•.·Nsii'-llbi with constants NAp NBi E180(2,1)

=> determined completely by embedding of sides ai ,a~, bi, b~
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3 Grafting in the Chern-Simons formalism

. idea: identify xO =T
=9 polygon Pg embedded on surfaces UI of constant cosmological time T

=9 determine holonomies from embedding of sides of Pg

static case: polygon Pg embedded onto polygon pl in tesselation of HT

xst(T,·) : Pg 1-7 Pf C HT =9 NA~ = (VAi' 0), Nil = (VBp 0)

grafted spacetime: x(T,·) : Pg -+ uI :::;} NAi=(VAp 7), NSi=(VBi,?)

=9 translation of corners: x(T, Pi) = Xst(T, Pi) + P(Pi)

transformation of holonomies under grafting along A

GrWA : Aistl-7 Aist(l, p(P4i-4) - p(P4i-3)) B/tl-7 B/t(l, p(P4i-2) - p(P4i-3))

4 Grafting and Poisson structure

Theorem The grafting transformation GrWA : 180(2, 1)2g -+ 180(2, 1)2g is
generated via the Poisson bracket by the mass mA

F 0 GrWA = -{ wmA, F}

=9 Properties of the grafting transformation GrWA:

1. Poisson isomorphism {F 0 GrWA, G 0 GrWA} = {F, G} 0 GrWA

2. Leaves constraint [Bg, A;l] ... [B1, All] ~ 1 invariant and commutes
with the associated gauge transformations by simultaneous conjugation

3. Grafting transformations GrWA for different A E 1I"1(8g) commute
r

F 0 GrWrAr 0 ..• 0 GrW1A1 = L Wi{ mAp F}
i=l



5 Grafting and Dehn twists

Dehn twists:

(infinitesimal) Dehn twists along simple curves ,\ E 7rl (5 g)

=} transformation D~>.: 150(2, 1)2g -+ 150(2, 1)2g

1. infinitesimally generated via the Poisson bracket by observable m>.s>.

2. Poisson isomorphism: {F 0 Dw>., G 0 Dw>.} = {F, G} 0 Dw>.

3. Leaves constraint invariant and commutes with gauge transformations

4. Explicit formula for action on holonomy H'fJ, 71 E 7rl(5g):

- write curves as product in generators ai, bi E 7r1(Sg)

- intersection point between factors X~~;1 and X~k on '\, yf~~1 and yrl on ''1

. Grafting:

Grwm;>..>':

H yl3s y;131+1 (Xak X(1) (1 ) (X-a1 X-ak) y;13! V131'fJ f-t s ... l+l' k' .. 1 . , -WEP>.· 1 ... k . l ···.11

=y!s .. '1/~r . (Xfk ... Xfl) .Hlw() . (X1a1••• x;;ak) '1/131 ... yt1

Grafting along A =inf. Dehn twist along A with formal parameter e, e2 = 0

Grwm;>..>'= D()w>.
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6 Outlook and Conclusions

Relation between geometrical construction of (2+1)-spacetimes via grafting
and phase space and Poisson structure in the Chern-Simons formulation of

(2+1)-dimensional gravity for A = 0, spacetimes M ~ JR x 8g

- implementation of grafting along closed, simple A E 7rl (8g) in the Chern
Simons formalism =? grafting transformation GTw).. on Poisson manifold
(180(2, 1)2g, 8)

- generated via the Poisson bracket by gauge invariant observable m)..

- Poisson isomorphism, respects constraint, commutative

- general relation for Poisson'brackets of mass and spin {m).., s7J} = {s).., m7J}

- can be viewed as (infinitesimal) Dehn twist along A with formal para
meter (), (j2 = 0

=:;..' Physical interpretation of gauge invariant observables:

m)..: generates grafting: cuts spatial surface along A and translates sides of
the cut

m)..s)..: generates info Dehn twist: cuts spatial surface along A and rotates
sides of the cut

Open questions

- Other cases of cosmological constant A > 0, A < 07

- Manifestation of Wick rotation (Benedetti, Bonsante) on phase space 7


